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2QUALITATIVE

Bdifferent’s study of ABC1 Millennials
A blended qualitative and quantitative study

Qualitative
8 focus groups in Glasgow, Birmingham, Brighton, Crawley and London

Quantitative

1,000 online survey

Confident

Early Days
20 – 25 years

On Their Way
26 – 30 years

Becoming established
31 – 36 years

UnconfidentConfident ConfidentUnconfident Unconfident
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Millennials – a few facts

Will form 75% of UK employees 
by 2020

The biggest UK population 
group

The first digital natives

Set to inherit from their baby 
boomer parents

What will be the impact of 
this on savings and 

investments and the way 
companies will need to do 
business now and in the 

future? 

Starting families later; likely to 
have to work into their 70’s
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Doing things any differently from their parents?  
More choices but also much bigger challenges

Many of this generation feel disgruntled that they are facing more 
financial challenges - getting onto the property ladder, providing for 
their own retirement and starting their working life already saddled 
with debt 

A few even saw themselves as carrying the burden of previous 
generations’ mistakes

Those whose parents were risk-averse, tended to have the same 
attitude  

Parents were seen as having followed a more set and structured path, 
including the timing of starting a family and buying a home

This generation see their key life-stages as more fluid with more 
choices

Many are less willing to scrimp and save and don’t want to 
sacrifice some of the pleasures of life such as eating out and 
socialising

Not surprisingly, many regard themselves as being far more tech-savvy 
but also globally aware than the previous generation 
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Perceptions of life vs parents’ generation

Q Thinking about your life compared with your parents/your parents’ generation, would you say you:
Base: All completes (1005)

Millennials tend to feel they spend more and save less than their parents’ 
generation and also carry the millstone of more debt

28%

37%

53%

55%

55%

43%

23%

19%

20%

17%

21%

29%

21%

18%

21%

8%

12%

8%

7%

7%

Save more or less than your parents/your parents'
generation

Place more or less importance on gaining financial
advice than parents/parents' generation

Spend more or less than your parents/your parents'
generation on clothes/fashion

Spend more or less than your parents/your parents'
generation on going out

Have more or less debt than your parents/your
parents' generation

More Less No difference Don't know
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Attitudes, understanding and engagement 
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Broad trends in the Millennial financial journey 

Short term 
goals

Good 
intentions

Saving a 
struggle

ISAs/savings 
products

Early days
20 - 25

On their way
26 - 30

Becoming 
established

31 - 36

More 
committed to 

saving

Less debt 
ridden

Thinking more 
long term

Realisation –
State won’t 

provide

More serious 
about money

Focus on long 
term savings

Dabbling in 
investment

Home bought
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Importance of planning for financial future 
Millennials see future planning as important, with 98% considering it 
important or very important

Q How important is it to you to plan for your financial future?

Base: All (1034)

68%

30%

2%

0%

Very important

Quite important

It's not that important

Not at all important
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Q And now thinking about planning financially for your future, which of the following statements best describes you? 
Base: All  completes (1005)

1%

5%

22%

45%

27%

Don't know

I know it's important but I don't know

where to start

I'm interested in financial planning for the

future as it is important but haven't made a

start yet

I am quite engaged with my financial

planning and have made a start

I am very engaged with planning for my

financial future and feel generally on top of

things

A high proportion are engaged with financial planning
Majority say they are quite/very engaged but over a quarter haven’t yet made 

a start.  Engagement links with confidence across all ages. The ‘unconfidents’ 

are less likely to have made a start, although the gap reduces somewhat with 

age
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Levels of savings and investments are reasonable

Q Which category best describes your total savings and investments?
Base: All completes (1005)

BUT, many haven’t taken the leap from savings to investment

Other regions

£
Over 
100k
4%

£
50k -

£100k
3%

£
20k - 50k

9%

London

£
Over 100k

11%

£
50k -
100k
9%

£
20k - 50k

19%
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1%

1%

0%

4%

6%

9%

11%

15%

33%

39%

56%

61%

78%

Don't know

None of these

Other

Investment bonds (not premium bonds)

Bitcoins/ Cyber Currency

Managed investment funds

Premium bonds

Stocks and shares

Mortgage

ISA (any type)

Credit or store card

Bank or building society savings account

Bank or building society current account

Investment products take a back seat to savings
Bank/building society savings accounts dominate with true investment-type 
products only being held by a minority. Cyber currency makes an appearance  

Base: All completes  (1005)

Q Which of these financial, savings or investment products do you currently have, including those you hold on 
your own or any you hold jointly with others?
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1%

6%

8%

19%

24%

78%

Don't know

New ISA (NISA)

Lifetime ISA (LISA)

Stocks & shares ISA

Help to buy ISA

Cash ISA

Base: All who hold an ISA  (390)
Q Which of the following types of ISA do you hold?

Types of ISAs held
While ISAs are popular savings vehicles but the majority are cash-based
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Why not take the leap from saving to investing?  
Three quarters have not ’invested’, for a variety of reasons

Risk

Lack of knowledge and 
understanding

Accessibility in short 
term

Requiring more effort 
than saving

Absence of control

You could lose all your money
Early days; financially unconfident 

I like the idea of investing to make a 
real return but I don’t like the idea of 
tying it up and not having access
Becoming established; financially confident

I don’t like putting 
money in something I 
don’t fully understand
On their way; financially 
confident

I don’t think I would be strict 
enough with myself to 
constantly keep an eye on it 
On their way; financially unconfident 

If your money is somewhere in the FTSE, it’s 
there but one day it could not be there 
Becoming established; financially unconfident
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Making money work harder was cited as the top reasons for investing

1%
0%

3%
15%

18%
25%

27%
27%
27%
28%

31%
35%

38%

48%

Don't know

None of these

Other

Received an inheritance or windfall

Starting a family

Buying a property

Recommendation from an adviser/family member/friend

To broaden the spread of my asset base, so eggs not all in…

Saving for retirement

Investing to provide funds for other specific long term aim

Investing for children's future

Disappointing low interest rates on savings accounts

To provide additional income

Making my money work harder for me

Base: All completes  (252)

Q What are the reasons you started investing in things like managed funds, stocks and shares, investment bonds, 
bitcoins/cyber currency, as opposed to just making cash savings?

When they do start to invest, it’s driven by savings rates
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Risk, reward and trust
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Q As the financial authorities remind savers and investors, there is a risk attached to savings and investments which can go up
or down in value. Which of the following best describes your attitude to risk when choosing a new savings or investment
product?

Attitudes towards investment risk
70% want none or minimal risk, those in London (60%) are less risk averse

5% 6%

13%
4%

22%

19%

44%

51%

16% 20% I am not open to taking any level of risk beyond
bank/building society savings accounts

I am open to taking a minimal amount of risk to get a
higher return

I am open to taking a medium level of risk

I am open to taking an adventurous approach and a
high level of risk

Don't know

QUALITATIVE

London Other regions
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Perceptions of savings and investment options

Cash savings 
account

Managed 
investment

funds

Stocks and 
shares

Offers the safest place for my money 67% 17% 11%

Offers the best prospect for long term 
growth

23% 39% 33%

Offers the best way to reduce the impact on 
inflation on my money

30% 26% 22%

Majority see savings accounts as the safest haven, the concept of investments 
as best place for long-term growth/refuge from inflation is not well recognised

Q Which of these savings and investment options do you think offers the following?
Base: All completes (1005)
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Ratings of investment products in terms of risk

Q Based on what you know, which of the following types of investment would you describe as high, medium or low risk?

Base: All completes (1005)

Active share trading and stocks & shares felt to be by far the highest risk and 
higher than cyber currency.  The wrapping of stocks and shares into ISA 
reduces perceived risk

6%

7%

9%

13%

17%

21%

21%

22%

31%

36%

54%

54%

25%

28%

14%

48%

52%

29%

52%

46%

27%

32%

31%

21%

27%

39%

72%

25%

14%

22%

15%

15%

12%

12%

6%

7%

42%

26%

6%

14%

17%

28%

11%

17%

29%

20%

9%

17%

New ISA (NISA)

Lifetime ISA (LISA)

Premium bonds

Buy-to-let property

Managed investment funds

Crowd funding

Stocks and shares ISA

Investment bonds

Bitcoins/ Cyber Currency

Peer-to-peer lending

Stocks and shares

Active share trading (daily/weekly)

High risk Medium risk Low risk Don't know
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Reaching 
target of 

accumulated 
funds

Higher level of 
knowledge

Increased 
disposable 
income

Home 
ownership 

secured

What might increase appetite for risk?

Home 
ownership 
secured

Increased 
disposable 

income

Target of 
accumulated 
funds reached

Higher level of 
knowledge and 

therefore 
confidence

According to Millennials in the qualitative research …….
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Trust in financial service providers – attribute associations

Banks
Independent 

financial 
advisers

Investment 
fund providers

Pension 
providers Stockbrokers

They can be trusted to keep their 
customers’ personal and digital data 
secure

44% 25% 19% 25% 16%

They are open and transparent on 
their decisions about customers’ 
investments

27% 24% 16% 15% 10%

They have the best interests of their 
customers at heart 27% 26% 11% 16% 10%

I trust them to make the best use of 
my money 30% 27% 17% 19% 12%

They are swift and responsive to 
solve any issues or problems on my 
account

49% 19% 12% 14% 12%

Generally low across the financial services industry but investment houses 
achieve particularly low scores for service, trust and transparency 

Base: All completes  (1005)

Q Here is a list of statements that people have made about different types of financial service provider. Please 
indicate which of the following type(s) of provider you think each statement applies to
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Perceptions of investment houses doesn’t help
Some negative descriptions used by respondents fueled by films, media and 
parent experiences of 2008 crash

Flash

Deliberately-make-complicated
Wolf-of-Wall-Street

Mystical-language
Faceless

Corporate

Make-their-money-off-of-other-people

Conglomerates

In-it-for-the-money

Boring-but-intelligent
Use-financial-jargon

Kings-of-the-city London-based

Old

International

The-Big-Short

The experts

Sleazy

No-idea-what-they-do
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How might trust be improved?

TrustTrust 

Demystify by 
explaining in 
simple terms 

with no 
jargon

Offer 
guaranteed 

return 
products

Demonstrate 
relevancy to 
life stage and 

financial 
aspirations Convey a  

non-elitist, 
relatable and 
approachable 

image

Give clear 
and balanced 

pros and 
cons of 

investmentsAllow easy 
access to 

investment 
information
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Brand and product awareness
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Awareness of banking companies
Newcomers as yet making little impact in banking arena, with the exception of 

Metro Bank

Base: All completes  (1005)/ those aware of each company (bases vary)

Q Which, if any, of the following banks/banking companies have you heard of? 
And with which, if any, do you hold your main current account?

1%
0%

9%

12%

14%

42%

43%

47%

54%

60%

64%

68%

69%

71%
72%

77%

79%

79%

79%

80%

82%

84%

Don't know

None of these

Atom Bank

Monzo

Scotiabank

Clydesdale Bank

Bank of Ireland

Metro Bank

Yorkshire Bank

First Direct

Sainsburys Bank

Cooperative Bank

RBS

Tesco Bank

TSB

Nationwide

NatWest

Halifax

Santander

Lloyds Bank

Barclays Bank

HSBC

1%

3%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

0%

1%

1%

1%

2%

2%

2%

4%

7%

10%

11%

11%

12%

14%

15%

Don't know

Atom Bank

Metro Bank

Bank of Ireland

Clydesdale Bank

Yorkshire Bank

First Direct

TSB

Santander

Halifax

HSBC

Aware of Main account
(based on those aware)
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Awareness and usage of investment companies
A tendency for respondents to be more aware of investment companies who 
are members of larger groups

Base: All completes  (1005)/ those aware of each company (bases vary)

Q Which, if any, of the following investment companies have you heard of?
Which, if any, have you invested with?

3%

12%

7%

9%

12%

12%

13%

14%

16%

23%

24%

24%

40%

40%

49%

54%

Don't know

None of these

Columbia Threadneedle

Artemis

Jupiter

Schroders

Invesco Perpetual

Old Mutual Global Investors

M & G Investments

BlackRock

Investec

Fidelity

Aviva Investors

Standard Life Investments

Prudential

Legal & General

2%

53%

1%

1%

2%

2%

2%

2%

2%

3%

3%

4%

4%

4%

5%

8%

Don't know

None of these

Columbia Threadneedle

Old Mutual Global Investors

Jupiter

Artemis

BlackRock

Schroders

Invesco Perpetual

Investec

M & G Investments

Prudential

Standard Life Investments

Fidelity

Aviva Investors

Legal & General

Aware of
Invested with

(based on those aware)
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Awareness of alternative investment opportunities
Buy-to-let property most likely to be considered investment type

Q Which, if any, of the following investment opportunities have you read or heard about? 
And which, if any, would you consider using or investing in the next 3 years?
Base: All completes (1005/aware of each investment type (bases vary)

Buy to let

Bitcoins/Cyber currency

Peer to peer lending

Venture Capital Trusts (VCTs)

Traditional equity based investment funds

Enterprise Investment Scheme (EIS)

Exchange Traded Funds (ETFs)

Crowd funding

Aware Consider

59% 22%

53%

51%

45%

34%

33%

26%

24%

38%

24%

20%

23%

16%

17%

17%
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New digital offerings
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The new kids on the block
Easy accessibility of information and transacting hold great appeal but 
some would have more faith in ‘tried and tested’ known names  

Opinions were divided when it came to confidence of dealing with these new names

Some were very wary and would prefer to trust more traditional and established brands 
with their money (or ones that had been around for at least 5 years)

A small minority were nervous simply on the basis of the technology

Others said they would trust the relatively new set-ups more because they would have 
more to prove and therefore a sharper appetite for success

Ease of accessing and transacting were seen as distinct advantages

They are kind of an unknown 
quantity we don’t really know
Early days; financially confident

They’re setting new standards 
for the customer experience
Early days; financially confident

They haven’t been tried and 
tested. What if they fold? I’d 
rather be with a known name 
Becoming established; financially 
unconfident
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Awareness and usage of challenger financial companies
Moneybox gains highest awareness and usage, followed by Nutmeg, Funding 
Circle and Moneyfarm

2%

35%

7%

10%

10%

17%

22%

28%

33%

Don't know

None of these

Betterment

Wealthfront

Loot

Moneyfarm

Funding Circle

Nutmeg

Moneybox

1%

53%

3%

4%

5%

7%

7%

8%

12%

Don't know

None of these

Loot

Betterment

Wealthfront

Moneyfarm

Funding Circle

Nutmeg

Moneybox

Q Which, if any, of the following financial/ investment companies have you read or heard about? And which, if any, have you used?

Base: All completes (1005/those aware of each company (base varies)

Aware of Used 
(based on those aware)
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Awareness and usage of challenger financial companies
Those in London more likely to be aware or have used challengers

London Elsewhere Gap

Nutmeg 44% 25% 20%

Moneyfarm 31% 15% 17%

Wealthfront 21% 8% 13%

Betterment 15% 6% 9%

Funding Circle 30% 21% 9%

Moneybox 38% 32% 7%

Loot 16% 9% 6%

None of these 21% 37% -16%

London Elsewhere Gap

Nutmeg 16% 8% 8%

Moneyfarm 15% 7% 8%

Betterment 10% 4% 6%

Funding Circle 13% 8% 5%

Moneybox 18% 13% 5%

Loot 6% 3% 3%

Wealthfront 8% 5% 2%

None of these 51% 66% -15%

Q Which, if any, of the following financial/ investment companies have you read/heard about? And which, if any, have you used?

Base: All completes (1005/those aware of each company (base varies) – in London or other regions

Aware of Used
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Influencers and distribution 
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Key influencers on investment decisions
And the role of IFA vs Robo Adviser 

66%
IFAs

81% 
Family 

Members 

62%
Friends

21%
Robo 

AdvisersInfluencers of investment 
decisions

19% intend to use 
a Robo Adviser

37% intend to use 
an IFA

31% have used an 
IFA

11% have used a 
Robo Adviser 
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Usage of IFAs, robo advisers and government services
Government online services most used followed by IFAs but robo advisers 
playing an increasing role

Q Have you used any of the following to inform your investment decisions? Do you intend to use any of them for information
in the future?
Base: All completes 1005

Government 
online 

guidance 
service

Independent 
financial 
adviser

Online robo 
adviser

38%
used

31%
used

11%
used

34%
intend to 

use

37%
intend to 

use

19%
intend to 

use
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Communication – medium, message and delivery
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How Millennials want to be communicated with 
Straightforward and unintimidating 

Make the process straightforward, but not too simple
Many thought they would be more inclined to invest if the process itself 
was straightforward and simple

But NOT overly simplistic (three clicks and you’ve invested), this 
would cause suspicion that all essential considerations had not been 
covered

Encourage an investment frame of mind
A few thought that an investing frame of mind might be encouraged by 
initially dipping toes in the water with small amounts (as with Moneybox) 

Many are keen to learn and an investment game app to allow learning 
without the making of costly mistakes was thought to be positive

App based monitoring and email updates
They want to be able to monitor their investments via the use of apps, but 
also want to be kept informed with monthly updates by email or text once 
an investment was up and running
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How Millennials want to be communicated with 
One generation but a range of individual preferences. Whatever the channel, 
they want to know what investments can achieve for them, in a non-complex 
and jargon-free way 

Relevant and engaging, target my generation not the traditional ‘rich, old 
people’

Case studies, linked to real and relevant objectives

Simple & 
relatable 
3rd party  

blogs

Still a 
place for 

paper

Podcasts

Videos via 
social 
media

Workplace 
education 
sessions

Websites
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Devices used most often when using internet or apps
Smartphones and laptops lead when using internet/apps for sourcing 
information, managing transactions and communicating with investment 
providers 

Q When using internet or app based services, which devices do you use most often to source information, manage your
transactions or communicate with investment providers?

Base: All online or mobile users

Smartphone
55%

Laptop
49%

Desktop 
computer

28%
Tablet
25%

Other mobile 
phone
1%
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Five key learnings  

Financial goals for the first two (younger) age groups tend to be more short and medium term and 
they use savings products to achieve.  Once secured, thoughts turn more to the long-term, although 
they still may not opt for investments over savings, 30% already have investment products and a 
further 10% could be quite easily convinced

The spectre of risk is much-feared and so focus on potential downside of investment dominates. The 
older and most confident groups are the most adventurous in terms of risk appetite, but a new and 
interesting investment vehicle, can attract their attention, even if unconfident and risk averse      

Investments are daunting to some, they are an unknown territory that gives every appearance of 
being difficult to get to grips with and only for the affluent who can afford to lose…but they are willing 
to learn

The industry image in terms of trust, transparency and service is tarnished with companies sometimes 
seen as faceless conglomerates, partially as a result of media and film coverage

For major financial decisions, millennials may still wish to see someone face-to-face at the outset but 
then want to be able to easily track/transact online.  They want a choice of media when it comes to 
sourcing information, but online dominates 

And……don’t call us Millennials but target us with the appropriate message and media
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Tackling the barriers 

§ Make simple and engaging ‘how 
investments work’ guides available in a 
variety of media

§ Educating in the workplace via workshops
§ With usage comes confidence – apps to 

‘play’ with low investment amounts (akin 
to Money Box) 

C

Putting risk into perspective                                          Understanding & confidence

Improving industry image Making relevant

Dipping toes in the water  
§ Help them get to grips with the mechanics 

of products, straightforward 
communications and processes are key

§ Easy accessibility of information and 
managing/transacting via online services 
and apps (also addressing absence of 
control barrier)  

§ Demonstrate understanding and 
empathy of, and relevance to various life 
stages and financial aspirations 

§ Show that investing is not just for the 
most affluent and retired

§ Convey a non-elitist, approachable image
§ Demonstrate where investment companies 

‘give back’ to communities/society
§ Demystify by using simple terms, no jargon 

and visual aids/infographics
§ Give clear, balanced and open pros and 

cons of various investment types 

Mitigating the time and effort 
§ Tempt into the investing habit with low-

level, easy-to-use, app-based ‘starter’ 
investments to encourage engagement

§ Adopt the technology of new-comers but 
with strength of long-established expertise

§ Consider development of simple online 
investing ‘games’ using realistic scenarios    

§ Educate around the choices of risk levels 
available  balancing risk and and long-term 
growth

§ Ideally they want some sort of guarantee
§ Woo away from bricks and mortar being 

viewed as the ‘safe’ investment option
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Thank you for listening

For further information

Kim Bell
kimbell@bdifferent.co.uk

www.bdifferent.co.uk

@bdifferent_Ltd
@bdifferent_Asia



What can we learn from
Millennial Investors?



Learnings & observations within              
Asset & Wealth Management to drive 

digital interaction with Millennial Investors.



Building a holistic digital experience for Millennials.



How are we seeing digital activities focus change 
in the race to engage Millennials Investors?

Audience footprint
$24 trillion by 2020



your investors matter

Millennial Investors : Attracting Millennials
- Concerned about security and their personal information
- Value experiences over material assets - outcome based investments 

- Trust & flexibility - be more transparent
- Liquidity without penalty

- Regulation on money management
- Better understand fees & banking / investment
- Investments / brand and corporate / social achievements 

- Your brand essence and positioning is more important than ever



your investors matter

Millennial Investors : Attracting Millennials
- Educate on financial wellbeing – what it takes to achieve their goals
- Story tell investment outcomes - data visualisation and simplification   

- Engage their influencers & brands – bloggers, ambassadors, etc. 
- 1.0 Technology natives - social media & native chat tools

- Peer approval by embracing 
- Long term investment habits not yet formed – influence the habit



your investors matter

Millennial Investors : Managing Engagement
• Deeper content strategies - Educate Millennials on financial well being 
• Build brand narrative through visual story telling;

- Infographic information
- Videos – podcasts / webinars

• Simplifying outcomes through data visualisation
- Story ‘sell’ visually through outcomes not just product data
- Calculators – show the journey to visionary investment outcomes 

- Hypothetical portfolios – consider providing better ’what if’ tools



your investors matter

Millennial Investors : Client Services
• Focus on your communication touch points;

- Online platform / native apps 

- Rewards for loyalty & show flexibility 
- Maintain educational content
- Be inclusive of their influencers & be active in their social footprint
- Associate with brands their levitate to
- Access to ‘human’ advise

• Play the long game – materially not adding to AUM yet
• Shape shifters – multi career / salary – products may need to be more flexible



9your investors matter

Millennials and the Digital Landscape



Financial Education : Millennials represent an 
opportunity to improve our obligations to 

responsible investing.

In a 2016 study from Deloitte, 87% of Millennials 
said that businesses should be judged on more 

than just profits.



Digital can help support accessibility to               
Financial Education and Millennials use 

social media to conduct research
and voice their frustrations.

Near three-quarters of Millennials said in 2016 
they’d struggle without a smartphone for one day. 

(Commscope)



Don’t just sell products : Millennials value 
experiences over material assets – give 

them outcome based investments.

your investors matter



Don’t sell products : Help create meaningful 
outcomes for Millennial investors & associate 

with corporate and social responsibility.

your investors matter



Data visualisation : Simplifying 
Understanding Investment

Provide the digital tools that 
demonstrate reaching those goals.



your investors matter

Create  
Interactivity



your investors matter

Visualise
Risk



your investors matter

Educate  
Time V 
Return



your investors matter

Franklin Templeton

Develop 
Content

Strategies



your investors matter

Franklin Templeton

Provide   
Subscription

Controls



your investors matter

Franklin Templeton

Social Media
Integration



Appeal to their values

Be transparent

Time v Return

Educational content & peer influencers



Open to dialogue 
Customer service is social

Long term habits not yet formed
Help shape them.



your investors matter

Financial organisations have to play the 
long game with Millennials to building 
relationships for future AUM growth



Digital Engagement with Millennials

Story ‘Sell’ Investment outcomes
+

Provide interactivity that proves 
your product & simplifies the experience

+
Be open to wider client services 

touch points – social / messaging / events    

your investors matter



Questions? 
Use the chat feature


